
Transport request Add-on

Are you familiar with these
problems ?

Do you have several 
test systems that 

you need to supply?
Do you import 
transport requests into 
your test systems for 
quality assurance?

The manual effort for 
creating transports of 
copies is too high for 

you?

Do you want to 
exclusively lock 

customized objects 
until testing is 

complete?

Do you want a 
constant number of 

transports for 
production systems?

Do you create 
transports of copies 
manually? Or do you 
always release the 
original transports?



The challenge

For quality assurance, you import software
transports with DDIC objects and
Customizing settings into test systems. When
the original transports are released, the
object locks are lost in the SAP standard. This
creates the risk that further changes are made
to the affected objects, resulting in
inconsistencies. Manually created copies of
the transport process are not a practical
alternative. The time required is simply too
high.

With the transport request Add-on you
comfortably create automated transports of
copies in a 1-step procedure: After selecting an
open task, the automatically created transport
of copies is imported into a test system. Thus,
the customized Workbench objects remain
exclusively locked until development and
testing are complete. The tool can be imported
into your development system without
modification, and the footprint is minimal. The
application uses only one API layer in the SAP
system. You can set whether versions are
generated or not.

Transport request Add-on

Our solutions offer

The transport request Add-on supports you
in creating, releasing and importing
transports of copies automatically. Various
filter functions support you in your search. In
addition, the add-on remembers your last
request in a history, so that you can always
continue working at the point where you left
the application before.
The transport request Add-on has seamless
integration into the SAP standard and
creates real added value for your ERP
system. You define yourself which target
systems are available in the customizing
options supplied. In addition, you can define
per user whether versions should be created
or not.
We are happy to offer you a demo on our
SAP system. Call us or write to us.
We are here for you.

Our offer
Transport request Add-on

One-time license
Price scale according to the number of 

developer licenses
from CHF 1‘490 (1-5 License)

Annual maintenance (21% of the one-time 
license) + access to updates and 
guaranteed Release capability

from CHF 312.90

Rental price incl. maintenance
from CHF 908.90 / year
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